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ANSWER KEY:

Fill the gaps below using "some" or "any."

___________ of you need proper training to become marines.

As Jenna fell to the floor, her brother shouted: "Are there ___________ doctors in

the house?!"

Do you have ___________ idea what might have caused this?

I wanted to eat some blueberry pie. Is there ___________ left?

I agree with you to ___________ extent.

___________ people, myself included, love animals very much.

Does Trish have ___________ brothers or sisters?

I will not have you wander on ___________ dark alley in the middle of the night!

I can't take this ___________ longer!

I left my wallet at home. Can you spare ___________ change so I can pay for

parking?
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Example: _______ people criticize Annie for her decision.
Answer: Some
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Choose the right word for the provided blanks:
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______ 1. If you're hungry, I left ______ money for you on the table.

  A. Some                            B. Any

______ 2. _____ of the locals claim there is a witch living in the wood.

  A. Some                            B. Any

______ 3. Is there ____ chance Tom and Anna might get back together?

  A. Some                            B. Any

______ 4. _____ help you turned out to be!

  A. Some                            B. Any

______ 5. ______ people never change, and there isn't anything we can do about it.

  A. Some                            B. Any

______ 6. Can we get together _____ time tomorrow?

  A. Some                            B. Any

______ 7. I refuse to believe _____ of you had anything to do with this!

  A. Some                            B. Any

______ 8. If this day gets _____ crazier, I might need a vacation.

  A. Some                            B. Any

______ 9. I know I speak in riddles, and that sounds very strange to ______.

  A. Some                            B. Any

______ 10. Your parcel should arrive ____ day now!

  A. Some                            B. Any
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2, 3, 4
ANSWER KEY:

Pick and encircle the number of incorrect sentences below.

1. I would love some more cake. 

2. I can take on any more extra work. 

3. Any of the pie is set aside for grandma. 

4. I love spending any quality time together. 

5. Would you like to come over for some wine?
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